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THE FOUNDING OF NEW MEXICO

Chapter XI
The End of Onate's Reign

Escoba1' Goes to Mexico for Aid. With the completion
of the expedition to California Onate's dream of'reaching
the sea had at last been realized. A fine port at the mouth
of the Colorado river had been discovered, and it was "so
large," says Father Zarate, "that more than a thousand
vessels can anchor in it without hindrance to one another.""'·
Moreover great numbers of peaceful Indians lived in the
region traversed. These would provide a splendid field
for missionary
activity, and this was not unimportant. In
/
sent to report to the viceroy.''''' But hold! Escobar did not
bar, at the request of all the settlers in New Mexico, was
sent to report to the vicery."'" But hold! Escobar did not
go alone. Onate accompanied him, going as far as San
Bartolome before reporting his presence or purpose to the
viceroy."'" It was of no avail, however, to seek a personal
audience with the king's representative. Montesclaros immediately ordered him back to New Mexico,"'" and he had
to be content with the efforts of others in his behalf.
The Firm Opposition of Montesclaros. If Montesclaros
had reported unfavorably on New Mexico when he first
studied the condition of the province, the new reports sent
by OIlate regarding the sea did nothing but confirm his
convictions. He felt that any good which might come from
it could only be obtained by large investments which the
crown must provide. To any such program his opposition
was set.
Further, just before Escobar arrived Montesclaros had
656. Zarate's Relation. in Bolton, Spanish Exploration. 277.
657. CU'Tla Ii su Magestad cl rey del eabildo secular, June 29, 1605. A. G. 1., 59-1-1.
658. Copia de ca,·ta de Don Juan de OM Ie al Marque. de Montesclaro., August
7. 1605. A. G. I., 58-3-9.
659. Copia de carta del Marques de Montesclaros. . . d Don Jaun de O-nate,
September I, 1605. A. G. r. o 58-3-9.
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been compelled to send two fr~ars, and supplies for three
others, to New Mexico under an escort of twenty-four
soldiers with half a year's pay. Such reinforcements, he
informed the king, would have to be sent continually"""
Now came more requests for assistance. If the fortification of the newly discovered port should be attempted that
would involve enormous expense. Montesdaros believed
that the poverty of the northern country was steadily beeoming clearer. Referring to Onate's recent expedition to
California he exclaimen: "Nothing but naked people, false
bits of coral, and four pebbles," were found."':; He therefore recommended that a garrison of only six or eight
soldiers should be left to guard the friars, and that a
thorough exploration should be made of the gulf. to see if
any port suitable for the Philippine service might exist.
"May your majesty provide what is most suitable. I shall
not make. another move in this matter without specific
orders, for I actually go against my judgment.""""
The Council Recalls Oiiate._ The opposition of the new
viceroy soon had the desired effect on the Council of the
Indies. Early in 1606 it reconside,'ed the affail·s relating
to New Mexico and what had taken place during the past
five years. The Council looked at the question in a very
practical manner. In view of the questionable conduct of
Onate, Zaldivar, and a number of captains in various instances, and in view of the poverty of the land and its naked
;and primitive inhabitants, it recommended that Montes··
daros be definitely instructed to discontinue the conquest
of New Mexico, to recall Onate for some good cause, disband his soldiers, and detain him in Mexico, to appoint a
reliable and Christian governor in his place who would
660. Carta del Marqwis de Montesc/aros a S. M., October 28, 1605. A. G. 1..
58·3-15. The names of the friars arc not gi .... en.
661. The four pebbles refer to some colored stones which had been hrought
back by Onate's men for examination.
662. Carta del Marques de Montese/aras a S. M .• October 28. 1605. At the
same time Don Alonso de Onate, who was now back in Mexico, appealed to the
king for paid Boldiers in order that the province be not abandoned. Carta
S. M .•
ele Don Alonso de Onate. October 29. 1605. A. G.!.. 59-1-1.

a
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favor the conversion of the natives, and to permit only the
friars to make further explorations. Moreover the Council agreed that t~e visitador going to New Spain be empowered to investigate the crimes attributed to Onate and his
various captains."'" It was a sweeping program, marking
a complete change in the vacillating policy which had been
followed in regard to Onate since the charges of misconduct
h;ad been made against him. The king gave his royal
sanction to the new policy."'"
These recommendations were not promulgated immediately. But on June 17, 1606, a cedula was dispatched
to Montesclaros, embodying the Council's plans"'~ At the
same time a member of the Council of the Indies, the
licentiate Diego Landeras de Velasco, was authorized to
investigate thoroughly the crimes said to have been perpetrated by Onate and others, and to pronounce sentence.
Appeal to the Council was to be permitted."'·
Onate's Resignation, August 24, 1607. Before these
developments were known in New Mexico· a complete
change had come over the little settlement. Onate at length
realized that nothing would be gained by remaining, for the
meager reinforcements he had received clearly indicated
that royal support on a large scale would never be given.
For that reason he determined to give up the project and
to return to Mexico. On August 24, 1607, his letter of
resignation was tendered. Therein he informed the viceroy
that "the coming of the missionaries and the maestre de
campo with so few people caused such dismay among those
who were in this real" that strenuous efforts were necessary
to preserve the settlement. Onate had not given up hope
of the promised aid, in order to take advantage of the
57

663._
de Onate
664.
665.
413-415.
666.
667.
to reach

Con~ulta

accrca de lo que ka parecido 0 acreca de los exceS08 de Don Juan
y descubrimiento del Nuevo Mexico, January 19, 1606. A. G. I., 1-1-3/22.
Royal decree in response to ibid.
Real cMula al Marques de Montesclaros, June 17, 1606. Hackett, Hist. Docs.•

Real cedula al licenciado Diego L"nderas, June 17, 1606. A. G. I., 87-5.1.·
Such seems to be the case, though there was time enough for the c&lula
New Mexico.
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glorious reports from the interior and of which he was
sending an account, but the soldiers were so wearied and,
"they have lived on hopes so long that they neither do nor
can wait any longer." The friars, Onate reported, did not
dare continue baptizinz till it was seen what was to be done
with the region. He and his relatives had spent over four
hundred thousand pesos and were unable to keep up the
game any longer. Moreover as it was important that the
fruits of the eleven years of labor in extendin&, the king's
dominions and converting the natives be not lost, which was
after all the principal object, he had determined to resign
in order that a man able to carryon his work might be
appointed. If this should not be done by the end of June,
1608, and the settlers had required this to be put in writing,
he would be obliged to give them permission to leave New
Mexico.""
The latter had drawn up a similar report. From the time
Onate's army was organized in 1595, they had been subjected to continual expenses. They had suffered the greatest hardships and risks and were ruined in fortune. Hope
in the country beyond had not been lost. They still believed
that the dominions of his majesty might be greatly extended there. But they had been reduced to a condition
of such extreme necessity that it was impossible to remain.
The colonists accordingly agreed to Onate's resignation.
and requested the king that a man of means be appointed
in his place, or aid from the royal treasury be extended
him. The alternative was the desertion of the settlemen~
by June 30, 1608, "for there will not be anyone able to wait
a day longer.""·
668. Copia de una carta que e[. gobc'rnadoT Don Juan de O-ria,te scrivi6 c,l vtrrc:-,
mi sefwr desde el real de San Gravie! del Nuwvo klexico !L vC'inte de Agosto demit)
y seiscientos y oelta [siete] afws. A. G. 1., 58-3-16. nefor~ writing this chaptc':
I had the :pleasure of reading Professor Bolton's article, The Last Years of Onate'..
Rul~ and the Founding of Santa Fe, MS.
669. Copia de carta Que ia justicia y rcgimiento y de'mas .<joklados que aBL,;!",'
en San Graviel del Nuevo Mexico €sc'rivieron al vinocy mi senor en vcinle ?J (]~llltro (.~"
Agosto de 1607 a'los. A. G. 1.
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When these reports were received in Mexico Montesdaros was no longer viceroy. In his place had returned
the same Velasco who had initiated the Onate expedition
in 1595."'0 He now held a junta of three members of the
audiencia to consider the recent dispatches from New Mexico. The decision of this conference was to accept Onate's
resignation, as that was in accordance with previous orders
to Montesclaros.o
But Onate was cautioned not 'to leave
without further orders, which should be in his hands before the end of December, 1609, at the latest. To depart
earlier would make him liable for desertion.''' The reason
for detaining him a while longer VlaS that the king had to
be consulted on some doubtful points. The junta further
recommended that eight soldiers, paid by the crown, be sent
to New Mexico with these messages, and that Father
Ximenez, who had recently returned from New Mexico,
be authorized to go with them. This party was also to
bring some provisions for the colony till its fate was definitely decided."73
Juan Mart'inez de Montoya Replaces Oiiate. It was
now necessary to choose some one to act as governor of
New Mexico. There was no rush of wealthy applicants
as there had been in 1595, and Velasco chose one of Onate's
captains, Juan Martinez de Montoya, to serve in that capacity as long as it might seem desirable. He was instructed
to promote the settlement and assist in the conversion of
the natives. Further eutradas against hostile Indians were
prohibited. Only the missionaries were permitted to venture forth, and this only in case there were sufficient friars
71

670. Don Luis de Velasco's second term as viceroy of Ne\v Spain lasted from
1607 till 1611, Pricstlcy. The Mexican Nation. 146.
671. Auto of January 18, 1608. in Titulo de golJcrnador de i."L8 prO'1.Jlncias del
Nuevo "'lcxico en Juan Martinez de fl.lon{oya. February 27. 1603. A. G. 1., 58-3-16.
672. Copia de una provisi(;n real por la qual se manda a Don Juan de Oilate
110 salga de las provinc{as de ia Nueva Mexico pOT el ticml)O Que en cila se conUene
8in horden de sn Magestad. Fcbruary 27, 1608. A. G. I.. 58-3-16.
673. A'uto of ~January 18, 1608, in .Tif;u.lo de fjobc,,.r.ador. _ . en Juan Martinez
d;] lk!ontoya, February 27, IG08. A little later food, cattle, and clothes were sent- to
New :r.!2:~~('.O_ See Ca1'~~a de Dun L1.:-is de "Vdas(~o a S. AI.• JUr!e 20. 1608. A. G. 1.,
53-:';·1(,_
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to minister to the natives who were peaceful and obedient.
With Onate the new governor was to remain on good terms,
seek his experienced advice, and "honor and respect him
in view of his quality and age."'''
The above order was evidently opposed by Father
Ximenez because of the prohibition on further entradas.
He informed the viceroy that the Spaniards and Christian
Indians were regularly harassed by the Apaches, who destroyed and burned the pueblos, waylaid and killed the natives, and stole the horses of the Spaniards. In order to
continue the conversion and uphold the reputation of the
Spanish arms it was necessary that permission be given
to quell such disturbances. To meet this need Velasco
revoked that part of his order which made a resort to arms
unlawful, and granted the desired privilege.'"
New Mex'ico in the Balance. It was a serious question
in 1608, whether New Mexico should be retain.ed as past
of the Spanish Empire, or whether it should be given up
as an extravagant and unprofitable possession. On March
7, 1608, Velasco had made a detailed report to the crown
on the state of affairs in New Mexico."'6 At that time Fray
Lazaro Ximenez was in New Spain. He came as the agent
of the entire colony at San Gabriel, religious and soldiers
alike, and requested, in the name of all, that permission
be given to leave the province, or that sufficient succor,
both of men and provisions, be supplied for their relief.
Father Ximenez was closely questioned by the officials in
Mexico and they were impressed by his good bearing. He
summed up the reasons for desiring to leave New Mexico,
and they were of the following nature. The harvest of
souls had been small and was likely to continue thus because of the hostility of the natives. The religious had
674.
675.

Titulo de gobernador. . . en JU(Ln ltla1"Unez de Pr!ontoya.
~landamie1tta llara que e1 gobernador de La Nuevo Mexico co'nforme cl

n"Hmero de o.cnte y ar'mas (jue obiere en. a(juel pre:Jidio procure que ande 8quadra
que acuda al re'medio de lOB da'lt.o.~ qu~ haccr IO.<J vndios A]Jachr;.~ de guerra en 1.0::
am;;go8 U cavalla,da de Spu'11olcs. <,te., 'March 6.. 1608. A. G. 1., 58·3~lG.
676. A full summary of it is given in El Consejo de Indius d S .. M., July 2,
1£08. A. G. 1., 1-1-3/22.
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shown little disposition to learn the numerous native languages. It was not only difficult, but practically impossible,
to bring supplies from Mexico because of the distance and
the expense. Soliders would not serve voluntarily in New
Mexico, for there was no hope of gain. Consequently it
cost between, 450 and 500 pesos each to maintain them there.
No gold or silver mines had been discovered, it was a barren
land altogether.
The Council of the Indies considered the whole project
carefully and recommended in effect that New Mexico be
.abandoned."77 There was just one thing which caused some
hesitation. Was it right to desert the province without
making some provision for the Christian Indians? It seemed
unjust to desert them, and to remove them bodily to some
other province would cause great hardship and suffering.
No final decision was made by the Council, but it recommended that they remain in New Mexico if some missionaries would stay there voluntarily, otherwise the Indians
vvould have to be removed, either of their own will or by
force. If they were moved they would be exempt from
paying tribute for twenty years. In case these suggestions
failed theologians and jurists in Mexico should be consulted
as to whether it was better to leave the converts to revert
to heathenism, or to remove them by force and save their
souls."'8
The question of removing the converts and abandoning the province took a new turn late in 1608. Father
Ximenez, who had gone to San Gabriel that spring, had
returned, evidently early in December, bringing enthusi-;
astic reports of the progress made that summer. Instead
of four hundred converts there were now said to be seven
thousand. He also brought some samples of ore to be tested
for their silver content. This news compelled the viceroy
to consider the question anew, but he noted that the saving
of souls was the biggest return which could be expected
677. I/iid. Embodied in a formal cedula on September 13, 1608. A. G. L, 58-3-16.
678. Ibid.
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from the province for some time. As it was without gold
or silver it would therefore have to be supported by the
crown, "because no one comes to the Indies to ·labor and
plow, but only to jdle and eat."·"
New Mexico Retained by Spain. This unexpected development caused the king to suspend the orders of July
2 and September 13, 1608, giving up the region, but he
warned "that in no case can it be allowed that this entrada
be made by the soldiers or as a conquest."·s. The province
was now taken under the patronage of the crown,·8l and
Torquemada joyfully wrote: "and thus we understand that
the conversion will now be a success, and there was needed
an arm as powerful as is that of the King our Lord.,,·s2
In accordance with the king's wish not to give up New
Mexico Velasco called into conference the licentiates Don
Pedro de Otalora, Diego Nunez Morqtiecho, and Doctor
Juan Quesada de Figueroa, of the audiencia, to consider
the reinforcements which would have to be provided. It
was the decision of this group to maintain about fifty
vecinos in New Mexico. There were then sixty there, it
was stated, and thirty of these were to be armed. For the
present it was determined to send twelve soldiers on one
year's pay to the province and to provide the arms necessary
679. Don LU(B de VelaBco Ii S. M., December 17, 1608. A. G. roo 58-3-16. There
were others who objected to giving up New Mexico. Fray Francisco de Velasco
humbly petitioned the king not to abandon the province, but to erect a custodia
ther.e instead, and to reward the inhabitants of the land.
His reasons for not
abandoning the land were as follow.. The fruits of Onate's eleven years of labor
would be lost; the Picuries, Taos. Pecos and Apache Indians were seeking the
friendship of the Spaniards; the tribes near· the Spaniards considered them "elf
seekers, and if they deserted this would be true; the friars had promised the natives security in their land and homes and religious instruction: there was a great
stretch of territory beyond New Mexico which provided unlimited possibilities for
missionary work; there was the question of deserting the Christian natives; and
finally Velasco said there were over 30.000 natives in more than 100 pueblos who
might be reached by the friars. M e'morial de Fra,y Francisco de V claseD d S. M.•
February 13, 1609. A. G. 1.. 59-1-5. It Was evidently written in Mexico.
680. Royal decree in Viceroy Velasco's report to the king of December 17.
1608. The order was formally dispatched May 16, 1609. 1,0 que Be reBpondi" al
virrey de Nueba Spana en 16 de Mayo de 609 cerca de laB COBa8 del Nuebo Mexico.
A. G. 1., 58-3-16.
681. The royal cedula to that effect was not issued till November 1, 1609.
A. G. r., 87-5-2.
682. Torquemada, MOrnlrchia Indiana, I, 678.
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for ten more. To carryon the work of conversion it was
determined to send six missionaries and two lay brothers,
with everything necessary for the journey, all at the king's
cost.'" With such provision for continuing the work begun
in New Mexico by Onate, Torquemada had cause for jubilation.
Disobedience in San Gabriel. In the meantime the
colony at San Gabriel was anxiously awaiting the order to
depart. Since Montoya had been named governor, Onate
finally received permission to return to seek compensation
for his services,'" but the rest of the settlement had to
stay.68' When the new governor presented his commission
in the cabildo, it is interesting to note, he was not permitted to exercise the duties of his office, for reasons which
the colonists considered sufficient. They then turned about
and elected their former governor, Onate, but he declined
to accept. Following his refusal the colonists in cabildo
abierto, or town meeting, chose his son" Don. Cristobal,
who acted as governor for a time.
With this arrangement the viceroy and his advisers
w~re not satisfied. Don Cristobal was too young and inexperienced, "and they say he scarcely knows how to read
and write." Nor did he possess the wealth necessary to
develop the land. The king was informed that a governor
with suitable salary would have to be provided, and the
viceroy added that he was searching for a suitable candidate:" These decisions were duly approved by the royal
Council. It permitted Velasco to name the governor's sal683. Aucto sabre lo que se ha 'mandado que llC'l)cn al Nueva Mexico lOB padres
Fray Lazaro Ximenez y Fray Ysidro Ordor1ez, January 29, 1609. A. G. I., 58-3-16.
684. Liccncia a Don Juan de Oiiate, January 29, 1609. A. G. 1., 58-3-16.
685. When Peralta was going to- New Mexico he was instructed to permit no
one to leave the province except those absolutely necessary for Onate's safety on
the trip to Mexico. La ultimamentc proveydo BabT(: que 8e conserbe La poblaci6n
de la Nueva MBxico, September 28, 1609. A. G. 1., 58-3-16.
686. Don Luis de VelaBco a S, M., February 13, 1609. A. G. 1., 58-3-16. Cf.
Carta a S. M. del fiscal Don FranciBco de Leoz [February 2, 1609]. A. G. 1., 58-5-12.
The fiscal states that it was the interior rather than the South Sea which Onate
wanted to ·explore. One of the regions he· had heard of was the kingdom of. lOB
aijaoz.
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ary and thanked him "for the zeal with which he manages
the things for the service of the Lord and the ex:altation
of the faith.""'"
Don Pedro Peralta Becomes Governor. Before March
5, 1609, the viceroy fhose Don Pedro de Peralta to take
Onate's place in New Mexico.'ss His appointment marks
a new step in the development of the province. The day
of the get~rich-quick adelantado was over, and a settled
policy of gradual development at royal expense was inaugurated. The viceroy particularly impressed Peralta with
the necessity of favoring the conversion of the natives and
avoiding expeditions against those Indians that had not
yet been pacified. Only the friars were to be permitted
to visit such tribes. In the same manner he was urged
to found the new capital which had been discussed, in order
that the colonists might live with greater security and regularity. Peralta was given a salary of two thousand pesos, eo.
and the sixteen soldiers who were to accompany him were
paid four hundred and fifty pesos each. Some of these had
been in New Mexico before."'o
Instructions to Peralta. Peralta was instructed to
leave Mexico city in the shortest time possible and to waste
no time on the march as it was of great importance that
he reach New Mexico quickly."" Having arrived in the new
land he was to acquaint himself with the conditions there
and "before everything else carry out the founding and
establishing of the villa contemplated." He was to permit
687. El Con8ejo de lndias Ii S. M., September 10, 1609. A. G. 1., 1-1-3/22.
688. Libramiento ti 16 soldad08 para el Nucvo Mexico, March 5, 1609. A. G. 1.,
58-3-16.
689. Provision para proveer persona en Lugar de Don Juan de 011ate. March
30, 1609. A. G. 1., 58-3-16. The reading of the document would indicate that the
founding of a new capital had been agitated for some time.
690. On September 28, 1609, the viceroy instructed Peralta to continue his
journey. This was in response to reports recently brought from New Mexico by
Fray Josepe Tavera, and Ensign Juan de la Torre. Peralta had by that time left
Mexico, for there were also reports from him. However, we are not informed as
to what place he had reached. La ultimamentc proveydo 80bre que 8e con8erbe la
poblaci6n de la N'uva Mcxico, September 28, 1609.
691. Instrucci6n d Don Pedro de PeraUa U9bernador y capitan-general de la
Nueva Mexico en lugar de Don Juan de Onate, March 30, 1609.
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the inhabitants to elect four regidores, and they in turn
were to choose two alcaldes ordinarios annually. A plaza
was to be selected where the public buildings would be
erected, and further specific orders outlining the organization of the new city were detailed. The Indians might
be given in encomienda, though those given by Onate were
not to be molested. Moderation was urged in collecting
tribute, and efforts should be made to teach the Indians the
Spanish language in order to overcome the difficulty of
the many native tongues."'"
The Founding of Sf1nta Fe, 1609. The villa founded
was Santa Fe. It is unnecessary to recall the efforts of
numerous writers to place the founding of Santa Fe around
the year 1605
It was not established until 1609, that is
certain. The documents used in this chapter cover every
year to that time and there is no reference to any city in
New Mexico except the capital at San Gabriel. Just when
the capital was transferred to the new site at Santa Fe
we do not know. Peralta's instructions in regard to establishing the new villa were very definite, and he probably
effected the transfer at once. That is as much as we are
able to say with the documentary evidence available.
A Decade of Gradual Progress. Not much is known
of New Mexico during the decade following the founding
663

•

6

.'

692. Ibid.
693.
Professor Bolton has such a summary in his paper, The Last Years
of Onate's Rule and the Founding of Santa Fe, MS. Bancroft. in 1889. could only
state that Santa Fe was founded between 1605 and 1616. Arizona and New Mexico,
158. Bandelier, in 1890, was convinced of the date 1605. Final Report, I, 124 note
1. He later changed his opinion and in 1893 thought it might have been founded
in 1608.. The Gilded Man, 286-287. Twitchell, in 1911. dung to the date 1605.
Leading Facts of New Mexican History, I, 332. Prince and Read, in ·1912. accepted
the same conclusion. Prince, A ·Concise History of New Mexico, 104. Read, Il.
lustrated History of New Mexico, 246. Those who have accepted 1605 as the correct
date have relied on a statement of Father Posadas who wrote eighty years after the
event took place. Bloom, in 1913, first advanced the date 1609, which was accepted by
Twitchell in his last book, The Story of Old Santa Fe (1925). An interesting
discussion of the point is found in the quarterly Old Santa Fe. vol. I, 9; 226-227;
336-337. See also Vaughan, Hh,tory and Government of New Mexico, 52-53; and
Bolton, Spanish Borderland., 177.
694. The writer among other. has dIligently searched the Spanish archives
for some information to clinch the matter, but without success.
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of Santa Fe. The only references to the province in the
documents available concern the appointment of new governors and the question of expenses. Moreover these notes
are very meager and disappointing in content when we recall the tendency of Spanish officjals toward voluminous
correspondence and interminable discussion. In 1620 the
king instructed the Marquis of Guadalcazar, who was vice":
roy from 1612-1621, to cut down expenses wherever possible, and New Mexico felt the effect of that order. The
king required that the expenses of the Franciscans in New
Mexico be reduced to the same amount as their brethern
in Sinalosa received. Matters "vere adjusted when the
provincial of the Franciscans agreed to cooperate, and the
viceroy reported that arrangement to the king"'"
Some progress continued to be made in spite of the
obstacles encountered. By 1617 eleven churches had been
built and there were fourteen thousand converts in the
province. In this period also a controversy developed between the royal officials and the ecclesiastical authorities,
"the custodio assuming the right to issue excommunication
against the governor, the latter claiming authority to appoint petty Indian officials at the missions and both being
charge with oppressive exactions of labor and tribute from
the natives." The matter was brought to the attention of
the audiencia and both parties were rebuked"""
In February, 1621, Guadalcazar sent a lengthy report
to Governor Eulate in regard to these matters. Both the
custodian and the governor were exhorted to stay within
their proper and legal bound in spiritual and temporal affairs. When the elections were held in the pueblos both
sets of officials were to stay away. The governor was required not to meddle in matters pertaining to the friars.
He was to courtesy in case any of the religious preached in
his presence. No new tributes were to be levied without
the viceroy's approval, and for the time being Zuni and
695. El Marques de Guadalcli.zar Ii S. M., }'ebruary 19, 1620. A. G. I., 58-3-18.
The viceroy stated that the cost of each reinforcement sent was about 38,0'00 pesos.
696. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, 159. This was January 9, 1621.
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Moqui were entirely exempted from paying any. He was
to see that friars were sent to the churches on Sundays
and holidays to say mass. The Indians were not to be
treated harshly. Military escorts were to be provided the
friars whenever they deemed it necessary, either in visiting
the pueblos or in going to Mexico. The cattle must be kept
out of the corn fields of the Indians. And a proposal to
move the capital at Santa Fe to some other point was prohibited without further orders."'"
By 1620 the region had been erected into a custodia,
and seventeen thousand Indians had received baptism. The
work was carried on by sixteen missionaries supported by
the crown. There was a monastery in Santa Fe. and smaller ones in the pueblos."" By 1622 the number of frail's had
been increased to twenty-four, six of whom were lay
brothers o•
Aside from the missionary activity described nothing
occurred in New Mexico to attract the attention of Spanish
settlers. The rumors of mines continued to be circulated,
but the viceroy reported that they had not yet been verified with any certainty. Santa Fe remained the only Spanish settlement, and it contained only fifty 'vecinos. New
governors were appointed by the viceroy every four years.
Guadalcazar felt that they ought to serve that long because
the trip from Mexico was too costly to be repeated oftener.
On August 5, 1613, el almirante Bernardino de Zavallos,
was named to succeed Peralta as governor, and in 1617 his
place was taken by Don Juan de Eulate, who ruled till
1621.700
Of

'

697. El Marques de Guadalc6.zar 6. Don Juan de Eulate. February 5, 162l.
A. G. I., 58-3'18.
698. Guadalcazar a S. M.. May 27. 1620. A. G. I., 58-3-18. "Los quales
tienen un convento en la villa de Santa Fee. y otros mas pequefios en los clichos
pueblos de yndios. para que se IJrovee todo 10 necessario. y el govierno de los
religiosos esta reducido a una custodia." Bancroft, Bolton, and others state that
the custodia of San Pablo was established in 162l.
69D. Memoria de las doctrinas que au en csta }JTovincia del santo evangelio.
Jnly 21. 1622. A. G. 1., 96-4-2.
700. Guadalcazar a S. M., May 27, 1620. A. G. I., 58-3-18. The date of the
nomination of Zavallos is given in a report b~' Martin Lopez de Gauna. May 20, 1619.
A. G.!., 58-3-18. Bancroft, following Simpson. says the governor passed EI Morro
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The Punishment and Exile of Onate. After Peralta's
appointment as governor in 1609, Onate probably did not
remain long in New Mexico. In fact an order had been
issued by the viceroy requiring him to depart within three
months of Peralta's arrival. What befell him in Mexico
during the next few years can only be imagined, but it is
clear that his residencia was finally carried out. In 1607
Landeras de Velasco had been authorized to investigate
the charges against him, but he was soon excused from
carrying out the task. By a royal cedula of December 9,
1608, the same order was then given to the licentiate Don
Juan de Villera, but as the visitation could not be held till
Onate had returned nothing was done, and the business
was turned over to the archbishop Fray Diego Guerra.
Before February, 1612,'01 the latter commissioned· Don
Francisco de Leoz, the alcalde of the audiencia, to continue
and terminate the case, and he accordingly began to make
the necessary investigations. But it was a very difficult
matter. "because the guilty are among the most powerful
and most widely related by marriage in this kingdom." For
that reason, evidently, Don Francisco de Leoz was relieved
of his burden, and Viceroy Gu,adalcazar, on June 1, 1613,
was instructed to finish the business.,02
The Marquis of Guadalcazar had been appointed viceroy in 1612, and soon fulfilled the king's order in regard
to Onate's case. Don Antonio Morga, one of the members
of the audiencia whom Montesclaros had recommended for
the position, was appointed legal adviser, and soon the investigation of the charges against Onate as well as those
against his accomplices, was completed.
Thirty complaints were made against the former governor of New Mexico, and on twelve of these counts he was
on July 29, 1620, and gives the names of some who inscribed their names on the
rock. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mex;"", 169. Eulate was governor till 1621,
but his name is not among them.
701. Archbishop Guerra died in February of that year.· Priestley, The Mexica·n
Nation, 146.
702. Real cedula al Marque. de Guadalcazar, June I, 1613. A. G. 1., A, G. 1.,
87-6-2.
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held guilty. He was accused of giving glowing accounts
of the land when it was really poor; he had prevented the
auditor-general Gines de Herrera Orta and others from
exercising their.offices granted by the viceroy; he had called
Monterey his deadly enemy and spoken ill of him; Salazar
had been caricatured by the mulattos with the expedition
while it was at the San Pedro river; robberies had been
committed by the soldiers in the army between Zacatecas
and Santa Barbara; Pefialosa had been held prisoner till
he would say that the deserting colonists had forced him
to permit their departure; Onate had lived shamefully with
women in the colony; he was responsible for the death of
the soldiers hanged by Villagra and Marquez near Santa
Barbara; for the death of Captains Pablo de Aguilar and
Alonso de Sosa; for the hanging of two Indians at Acoma
without cause; and for the indiscriminate slaughter of innocent and guilty alike when Acoma was destroyed by
Zaldivar.
For these crimes Onate was condemned to perpetual
banishment from New Mexico, to exile for four year from
the city of Mexico and its vicinity for five leagues around,
to pay a fine of six thousand Castilian ducats and the costs
of the case.
The Conviction of Onate's Accomplices. Vicente de
Zaldivar was convicted of the death of Captain Sosa; of
whipping three soldiers rigorously in his house; of the death
of Andres Martin near San Bartolome; of undue severity
against the Acoma Indians; and some other charges. He
was condemned to banishment from New Mexico for eight
years, from Mexico City and vicinity for two years, to pay
a fine of two thousand ducats and the costs of the case.
Villagra, the poet and historian of the expedition to
New Mexico, was also among the guilty. He was accused
of complicity in the death of Manuel Portugues -and Juan
703

701

703. Sentencia contra el adelantado Don Juan de O>1ate, in Testimonio de
las sentencias, May 16, 1614. A. G. I., 58-3-17.
704. Sentencia contra el m4€stre de campo Vicente de Zaldivar Mendoza in
ibid.
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Gonzales near Santa Barbara, who had fled from Onate's
army, and of writing beautiful but untrue accounts of the
land just conquered. He had to suffer exile from New
Mexico for six years, banishment from Mexico City and
vicinity for two years and pay the expenses of the triaL'O'
Captain Geronimo Marquez was involved in the death of
Manuel Portugues and Juan Gonzales, and of killing three
others and some Indians before reaching New Mexico. He
was sentenced to perpetual exile from New Mexico, to exile
from New Spain for ten years, and to pay a fine of five
hundred ducats. In addition he was to be imprisoned till
the fine was paid:·'
Four other captains were convicted for being implicated in the deaths of Captains Aguilar and Sosa. They
were: Alonso Nunez de Ynojosa, Juan -de Salas, Alonso
G6mez and Dionisio (or Domingo) Banuelos, and were
sentenced to perpetual banishment from New Mexico, to
exile from Mexico City and vicinity for four years, with
the exception of Banuelos whose sentence was only two
years, and to pay a fine of five hundred ducats each.'·'
There were three others, Francisco Vido, a mestizo,
Augustin, an Indian, and Luis Bautista, a negro, who were
also convicted of aiding in the murder of Captains Aguilar
and Sosa. They were sentenced to exile from both Ne\w
Mexico and New Spain and to two hundred lashes in the
streets. Augustin escaped with one hundred:·' In that
manner the arm of the law was extended to distant New
Mexico and the wrongs committed there during Onate's
rule rectified.
Onate's Reinstatement. In 1622, after Guadalcazar's
long viceregal rule of nine years was over, Onate sought to
be exonerated of ,the judgment rendered against him. The
audiencias of Mexico and Guadalajara submitted records
of the services of the Onate family for the king, in his be705. Vil1agra's sentence, in ibid.
706. Sentencia contra el capitan Geronimo Mr;,rquez. in ibid.
707. See the sentences against each of these captains, in ibid.
708. See the sentences against each one, in ibid.
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half. He had already paid the fine and had not violated
the sentence, and the Council of the Indies recommended
that the judgment be removed. But the king was opposed
and withheld his sanction."'· Three months later the Council again brought the subject to the king's attention, only
to be turned aside once more."o Onate did not gi-ve up,
hmvever, and made new appeals to the Council. But though
it favored leniency the king's opposition was not overcome.'ll
This is all the evidence available regarding Onate's
pardon, but there is some reason for believing that it was
granted before 1624. At that time he \vas entrusted with
the visitation of mines in Spain. In view of such official
favor it might be inferred that the king had pardoned his
former adelantado of New Mexico, the title \vhich he still
bore at that time.'12 But the evidence is circumstancial and
not conclusive.
709.
66-5-10.
710.
66-3-10.

Consulta en el Consejo de India.<;, and royal decree, April 6, 1622.

Consulta en el

COl1SCjO

A. G. 1.,

de Indios, and royal decree, .July 2, 1622. A. G, 1.,

711. Co"nsulta del COTfsejo de [rldias, and .royal decree, November 25, 1622 A. G. 1.,
66-5-10.
712.
Royal decree, June 18, 1624.
A. G. L, 58-3-2.
I:1 MaJ', 1624. Onate
sc,ught compensaticn for his services. He desired membership in O::-le of the military
ordi..'l's and a governmental position in :Mexico, Guacalajurn, or the Philippincs.
1'.. 01" that reason he had come to Spn.in to press his cause, but eviJenUy nothing
was done at that time in regard to the.'~e matters. C01u:'nlta del Consdo de hidia{J,
May 10, 162,1. A. G. L. 1-J.-3/22.
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APPENDIX A.
Official List of the Soldiers who Accompanied
Oilate to New Mexico in 1598, in Alphabetic Order.
At the mines of Todos Santos, on January 8, 1598, and
within the church of said pueblo, Senor Juan de Frias
Salazar commissary-general and visitor-general of the
people on the expedition to New :Mexico for the king our
lord and his lieutenant captain-general took the inuster1'011 and made a list of the people that Don Juan de Onate,
governor and captain-general of the said expedition,
brought forward and said he had for that purpose in the
following manner. *
(Aguilar) Captain Pablo de Aguilar Hinojosa, 36
years old, son of Juan de Hinojosa Valderrama, native of
Ecija, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, with his arms
and another complete outfit which he gave to a soldier.
Pedro S..i nchez de Amiuro, 21 years old, son of Pedro
Sanchez de Amiuro, native of Ribadeo, of good stature beard
growing, a wound above the left eye, with his arms. He
said he was a native ,of Sombrerete.
Luis de Araujo, 30 years old, son of .Juan Lopez de
Araujo, native of the city of Orense in Castile, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, with his arms.
Asensio de Arachuleta, 26 years old, son of Juanes de
,~
In thi,g Jit:.t arc the names of 129 men, 130 including Juan de Oi13.te the
governor.
Peculiarly enough no description is givQn of t~:c cbicf leader of the
enterprise. The number of soldiers thus agrees w:th the "1\lemo~-:3.1." See r:otc
332. The name of Oiia~,c's son, Cr1st{~Lal, nowhere appears i:l the official reeords,
though Villagra and others note his }/l"t'sr:ftce.
It is possible that this official list in not act.ually complete. for occ3s:onally we
find the names of soldiers in New l\1exfco who do no:'; C1FPt?.:ir in :.~r;y of the officju1
record~. Some of these instanees ~ave been :i:r1d;cat~d in ti1C not2G.
The·roe i~. flu record of the women and chUC:ren ,,;ho acco<1'lpa:1icG tbe men 0:-. ~.hif; expe(};tior~. '1:'l~e
doucment from v·..hich this list '\\"HS tak~n is in l... G. 1., 5S-3~14.
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Arachuleta, native of Ybar, of medium stature, black
bearded, a slight wound in the forehead, with his arms.
Diego de Ayardi, son of Bartolome de Ayardi, native
of Guadalajara in this New Spain, tall of stature, chestnut
colored beard, pock-marked, one injured finger on the left
hand, without arms or harquebus. The outfit he had the
governor had,given him, he said.
Juan del Cazo Baraona, native of Mexico, son of Sancho
de Baraona, 50 years of age, graybearded, appeared with
his arms and the other things he had declared, except an
harquebus.
Juan Gonzales de Bargas, son of Francisco Martinez,
native of Carmona, of medium stature, scant beard, one
tooth missing, 22 years of age, with all his arms arid also
a short jacket.
Alvaro de Barrios, son of Luis Gonzales, native of
Coimbra, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, with a
scar on the right side, 26 years of age, with a complete set
of arms which he said the governor had given him.
Diego Blandin, son of Diego Gonzales, native of Coimbra, of good stature, grayish, over 40 years of age, with a
knee length coat of mail from the governor and an harquebus and sword of his own.
Captain Juan Gutierrez Bocanegra, son of Alonso de
Cuenca, native of Villanueva de los Infantes, tall, blackbE!:arded, with a blow from a stone above the left eye, 44
years of age, with his arms and extra harquebus. The
other things he gave to a soldier.
Captain Joseph de Brondate, son of Clemente Gregorio
Brondate, native of Aragon, of medium stature, chestnut
colored beard, over 25 years of age, with his arms including an engraved and gilded coat of armor.
.Juan Perez de Bustillo, 40 years of age, son of Simon
Perez, native of Mexico, of small stature, sV/arthy, graybearded, a wart on the left side, with his arms.
Simon de Bustillo, 22 years of age, son of Juan Perez
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de Bustillo, native of Mexico, swarthy, little beard, freckly
faced, of medium stature, appeared with his arms. He said
the governor had given him his outfit.
Juan Velazquez de Cavanillas, son of Cristobal de
Hidalgo de Cavanillas, native of Zalamea de la Serena, of
small stature, chestnut colored beard, 24 years old, went
with arms, except cuishes, which he said the governor and
maese de campo had given him.
.
Francisco Cadino, 36 years old, son of Pedro Cadino,
native of the town of Sailices de los Gallegos, of good
stature, blackbearded, freckly faced, [something omitted in
original] although he brought them [arms?] he said the
governor had given them to him.
Pedro Lopez Calvo, son of Alvaro Lopez Calvo, native
of Molina Seca, of medium stature, a large wound in his
forehead, 20 years of age, with all his necessary arms.
Juan Camacho, native of Trigueros, son of Anton
Sanchez, a man of good stature, graybearded, 50 years of
age, appeared with his arms and an extra coat of mail
and a small lance.
Juan Lopez del Canto, 25 years old, son of Pedro Lopez
del Canto, native of Mexico, of good stature, blackbearded,
a cross in his forehead, without arms except for a suit
consisting of coat of mail, cuish and beaver which he said
the governor had given him.
Ensign Juan de Victoria Carbajal, son of Juan de
Carbajal, native of the town of Ayotepel in the Marquisatc
of the Valley, of medium stature, chestnut colored beard.
37 years of age, with his arms.
Martin Carrasco, native of Zacatecas, son of Martin
Carrasco, of medium stature, bright reddish beard, 30 yean;
of age, appeared with his arms.
Gonzalo de la Carrera, son of Lope de la Carrera, na·
tive of Alcalda de Henares, of medium stature, chestnut
colored beard, 25 years of age, with all his arms.
11
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Bernabe de las Casas, native of the Isle of Teneriffe,
tall of stature, son of Miguel de las Casas, blackbearded, 25
years of age, appeared with his arms complete.
Diego de Castaneda, son of Juan de Castaneda, native
of Seville, tall of stature, beardless, changeable eyes, 19
years of age, with all his arms which he said the governor
had given him.
Francisco Martinez de Castaneda, son of Bartolome
Martinez, native of Berganza, of medium stature, beardless, 18 years old, with all his arms 'which he said the governor had given him.
lVIiguel Montero de Castro, son of Augustin Montero de
Castro, native of the city of Mexico, of good stature, redbearded, reddish eyes, 25 years of age, with all his arms.
Juan Catalan, 32 years old native of Barcelona, son
of Antonio de la Cruz, bright reddish beard, wounded in
the right arm, appeared with his arms.
Captain Gregorio Cesar, native of the city of Cadiz,
son of Cesar Cesaar (sic) 40 years of age, of good stature,
chestnut colored beard, appeared with his arms and a set
of arms which he had declared before today. He said he
had given it to a soldier who had no arms.
Ensign Diego Nunez de Chaves, 30 years old, son of
Juan de Chaves, native of Guadalcanal, of good stature,
chestnut colored beard, some of his upper teeth broken,
with his arms.
Juan Velarde Colodio, son of Juan Velarde Colodio.
native of Madrid, of medium stature, chestnut colored
beard, 28 years of age, with all his arms.
Antonio Conde, son of Antonio Conde de Herrera, native of Xerez de la Frontera, tall of stature, beardless, 18
years of age, with all his arms which he said the governor
had given him.
Francisco Hernandez Cordero, 22 years of age, native
of Guadalaiara in New Galicia, son of Rodrigo Fernandez
Cordero, of good stature, beardless, with his arms. The
beaver was given him by the governor, he said.
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Marcos Cortes, son of Juan Martinez, ,native of Zalamea de la Serena, of good stature, chestnut colored beard,
with a wart on his right cheek, 30 years old, with all his
arms.
Juan de la Cruz, son of Juan Rodriguez, native of the
Valle de Toluca, partly swarthy, beardless, tall of stature,
19 years of age, vvith his arms and an extra shield which
he said the governor had given him.
Manuel Dia'l,20 years old, son of Manuel Diaz, n~
tive of Talavera, beardless, of good stature, fat, with his
arms except cuishes.
Juan Perez de Donis, secretario de fJobernacion, 58 years
old, native of Cangas de Onis in Asturias, son of Francisco
Perez Carreno, of medium stature, graybearded, with a
wound in his forehead.
Captain Felipe de Escalante. 47 years of age, SOlI of
Juan de Escalante Castill.a, n2.tive of Laredo, of small stature, short and' fat, swarthy, grayish, with his arms and
other things he had declared.
Don Juan Escarramad, son of Don .Juan Escarramad,
native of the city of Murcia, small of stature, changeable
eyes, chestnut colored beard, 26 years of age, with his arms.
Captain Marcello de Espinosa, 21 years old, native of
Madrid, son of Antonio de Espinosa, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, appeared with his arms. The other
things which he had declared he had gambled away, he said.
Captain Marcos Farfan de los Codas, 40 years of age,
son of Gines Farfan de los Godos, native of Seville, of good
stature, chestnut colored beard, appeared with his arms,
and the other things which he declared he said had been
given to his soldiers.
Manuel Francisco, 30 years old, son of Francisco Perez,
native of Portugal, of good stature, chestnut colored beard,
and one finger of his left hand half withered, with his arms.
Francisco Garda, native of the city of Mexico, son of
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Martin Garda, of good stature, red bearded, 35 years old,
appeared with his arms.
Marcos Garda, 33 years old, son of Tome Garcia, native of San Lucar de Barrameda, of good stature, grayish,
swarthy, with his arms.
Hernan Martin Gomez, son of Hernan Martin Gomez,
native of Valverde de Reina, tall of stature, very grayish,
with his arms except cuishes.
Enisgn Bartolome Gonzalez, son of Juan Gonzalez, native of the Corral de Alamguer, of medium stature, chestnut colored beard, 29 years of age, with his arms and what
else he had declared.
Juan Griego, 32 years of age, son of Lazaro Griego,
native of Greece in Negropote, of good stature, graybeard,
a big wound in the forehead, with his arms.
Cristobal Guillen, son of Diego Guillen, native of Mexico, of medium stature, beardless, 20 years of age, with his
arms which he said the governor had given him.
Francisco Hernandez Guillen, native of Seville, son of
Hernan Perez, of good stature, redbearded, grayish, with
a mark on the right side, 50 years of age, appeared with
his arms except cuishes.
Geronimo de Heredia, 38 years old, son of Diego Hernandez de Heredia, sargeant of Captain Marquez' company,
native of Cordoba, of medium stature; reddish beard, a
mark above his left eye-brow, with his arms.
Antonio Hernandez, 33 years of age, son of Francisco
Simon, native of Braga, tall of stature, chestnut colored
beard, an injury on two fingers of the right hand, with
his arms.
Gonzalo Hernandez, son of Pedro Alonso Falcon, native
of Coimbra, of good stature, gray-haired, 50 years of age,
with all his arms and an extra harquebus and some cuishes.
Bartolome de Herrera, son of Miguel de Herrera, native of Seville, of medium stature, beard growing, 20 years
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of age, with aH his arms which he said the governor had
given him.
Cristobal de Herrera, son of Juan de Herrera, native
of Xerez de la Frontera, tall of stature, swarthy, smoothchinned, 19 years of age, with all his arms, which he said
the governor had given him.
Ensign Alonso Nunez de Hinojosa, son of Alonso de
Santiago, native of the city of Plasencia, redbeardec1, of
good stature, with all his arms which he said the governor
had given him.
Ensign Domingo de Lezama, 27 years of age, son of
Juan de Obreg6n, native of Bilbao, tall, redbeared, a wound
on the nose, with his arms.
Francisco de Ledesma, native of Talavera de la Reina,
son of Juan Fernandez de Ledesma, of medium stature,
black bearded, 25 years of age, appeared with his arms and
an extra coat of mail.
Juan de Leon, native of Cadiz, son of Antonio de Le6n,
says he is a native of Malaga, of good stature, redbearded,
a wart on the right cheek, 30 years of age, appeared with
his arms.
Cristobal L6pez, 40 years old, son of Diego Lopez de
Aviles, native of Aviles, of good stature, corpulent, swarthy,
blackbearded, a gash above the left eye, with his arms complete. He said he was a mulatto.
Juan Lucas, 18 years old, son of Juan Lucas, native of
Puebla, freckled, of good stature, beardless, with his arms.
He said the governor had given him the harquebus.
Francisco Martin, native of Ayamonte, son of Bonifacio Gomez, of good stature, aged graybearded, hairy, 60
years of age, appeared with his arms except harquebus
which he said he did not have.
Hernan Martin, 40 years old, son of Hernan Martin
Serrano, native of Zacatecas, tall of stature, little beard,
pockmarked, with his arms.
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Hernan Martin son of Hernan Martin Gomez, native
of Verlanga, of medium stature, beardless, 20 years of age,
with his arms. He said the governor gave him the coat
of mail and harquebus.
Alonso Martinez, native of Higuera de Bargas, son of
Benito Diaz, of medium stature, blackbearded, scant beard,
46 years of age, appeared with his arms.
Juan Medel, native of Ayamonte, son of Fernan Medel,
graybearded, small of stature, 43 years of age, appeared
with his arms.
Captain Alonso Gomez Montesinosi 38 years old, native
of the town of Villanueva de los Infantes, son of Gonzalo
Gomez, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, appeared
with his arms.
Baltasar de Monzon, 20 years old, son. of Baltassar de
Monzon, native of Mexico, of good stature, the beard growing, with his arms which he said the alguacil Teal had given
him.
Juan Moran, son of Juan Moran, native of Mora de
Toro, tall of stature, chestnut colored, thin, 27 years of age,
with his arms except harquebus which he said Captain
Bocanegra had given him.
Lorenzo de Munuera, 28 years old, native of Villa Carrillo, son of Gil de Munuera, of good stature, chestnut
colored beard, with his arms and an extra coat of mail.
Alonso Naranjo, 42 years old, son of Diego Carrasco,
native of Valladolid in Castile, of good stature, tawny beard,
a wound in the face, with his arms.
Francisco de Olague, son of Miguel de Olague, native
of Panico,. with a mark above the left eye, beardless, of
medium stature, 17 years of age, with his arms which he
said the governor had given him.
Juan de Olague, son of Miguel de Olague, native of
of good stature and figure, beard growing, 19 years
of age, with his arms which he said the governor had given
him.
P~anico,
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Juan de Pedraza, 30 years old, son of Alonso Gonddez,
native of Cartaya, swarthy, tall, blackbearded, a big wound
above the left eye, with his arms.
Captain Alonso de Sosa Pefialosa, 48 years of age, native of Mexico, son of Francisco de Sosa Albornoz, grayish,
swarthy, appeared with his arms. The rest which he had
declared he had given to a soldier, he said.
The royal ensign Francisco de Sosa Peiialosa, 60 years
old, of medium stature, graybearded, son of Francisco de
Pefialosa, native of Avila, appeared with his arms and a
strong leather jacket. He said his sons were bringing the
other things which he had declared.
Andres Perez, 30 years old, son of Andres de Cava,
native of Tordesillas, of medium stature, chestnut colored
beard, fat, with his arms and the other things he had de.
clared.
Juan Pineiro, ensign, son of Manuel Pineiro, native
of the town of Fregenal, of medium stature, chestnut colored
beard, 30 years old, with all his arms.
Alonso de Quesada, captain of a company, son of Don
Pedro de Quesada, native of Mexico, redbearded 32 years
of age, with his arms and an extra coat of mail. The rest
which he had declared he had given to a soldier, he said.
Francisco Ramirez, native of Cartayta, son of Gomez
de Salazar, small of stature, redbearded, blind on the left
eye, 24 years of age, appeared with his arms.
Martin Ramirez, 33 years of age, native of Lepe, son
of Juan Leal, a man of good stature, chestnut colored beard,
without arms, because those which he might bring the
governor was to provide.
Juan Ortiz Requelmo, 28 years old, son of Juan Lopez
Ortega, native of Seville, of short stature, chestnut colored
beard, a wound above the left eye, with his arms.
Pedro de los Reyes, 18 years old, son of Sebastian de
los Reyes, native of Mexico, beardless, tall, pockmarked,
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with his arms given him by Captain Aguilar except sword
which he did not have.
Lorenzo Salado de Rivedeneira, native of Valladolid in
Castile, of medium stature, redbearded, 23 years of age,
with his arms.
Pedro de Ribas, son of Juan de Ribas, native of Puebla
de los Angeles, of good stature, beardless, 20 years old,
with all his arms which he said the governor had given
him, except sword which he did not carry.
Pedro de Rivera, son of Francisco Miguel de Rivera,
native of Zacatecas, of medium stature, scant blackish
beard, 19 years of age, with all his arms.
Alonso del Rio, 28 years old, son of Estevan Arias, native of Puerto Real, of good stature, bright reddish beard,
with his arms and one cuish which he said the governor
had given him.
Ensign Pedro Robledo. 60 years old, native of Maqueda,
son of Alejo Robeldo, of good stature, entirely gray-haired,
with his arms.
Diego Robledo, 27 years old, native of Maqueda, son
of said Pedro Robledo of above, of good stature, redbearded,
with his arms.
Alonso Robledo, 21 years of age, son of Pedro Robledo,
native of Cimapan in New Spain, of good stature, redbearded, with his arms.
Pedro Robledo, 20 years old, son of Pedro Robledo,
native of Temazcaltepeque, of good stature, scant beard,
appeared with his arms.
Francisco Robledo, 18 years old, son of Pedro Robledo,
native of Valladolid in New Spain, smooth-chinned, appeared with his arms except cuishes, powder-flask and small
flask.
Antonio Rodriguez, son of Silvestre Juan (sic), native
of Canas de Sefiorio in Lisbon, of medium stature, chest-
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nut colored beard, 28 years of age, with all his arms which
he said the governor had given him.
Juan Rodriguez 40 years of age, native of the city of
Oporto, sn of Gonzalo Gonzalez, of medium stature, grayish
hair.
Juan Rodriguez, son of Geronimo Sanchez, native of
Sombrerete, tall of stature, chestnut colored beard, 23 years
old, with all his arms.
Sebastian Rodriguez, son of Juan Ruiz, native of Cartaya, of good stature, redbearded, long mustache, 30 years
old, with his arms.
Ensign Bartolome Romero, 35 years old, son of
Bartolome Romero, native of Corral de Alamguer, of good
stature, swarthy, blackbearded, with his arms.
Captain Juan Moreno de la Rua, 44 years old, son of
Hernando Moreno de la Rua, native of Salamanca, of medium stature, fat, reddish beard, with his arms.
Juan de Salas, son of the accountant Alonso Sanchez,
beardless, of good stature, 20 years old, with his arms.
The accountant Alonso Sanchez, 50 years of age, native of the town of Niebla in Castile, son of Alonso Marquez, of medium stature, graybearded, appeared with his
;.trms. He said his children were bringing the rest of the
things he had declared.
Alonso Sanchez, son of the accountant Alonso Sanchez,
native of La Puana, of good stature, beard growing,22 years
old, with all his arms.
Cristobal Sanchez, son of Geronimo Sanchez, native
of Sombrerete, of medium stature, chestnut colored beard,
with a mark on his nose near the eye-brows, 27 years of
age, with his arms.
Francisco Sanchez, 30 years of age, soldier of the said
Captain Alonso Gomez, native of Cartaya, son of Diego de
Sanchez, of good stature, blackbearded.
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Francisco Sanchez, son of Geronimo Sanchez, native
of Sombrerete, of good stature, beard growing-chestnut
colored, 2·4 years of age, with his arms.
Matia Sanchez, son of Geronimo Sanchez, native of
Sombrerete, of good stature, beardless, 15 years of age,
with all his arms which he said the governor had given him.
Pedro Sanchez, 50 years old, native of Mexico, son of
Hernan Martin de Monrroy, of good stature, graybearded,
appeared with his arms and the rest he had declared.
Pedro de San Martin, son of Antonio de San Martin,
native of Zacatecas, of good stature, swarthy, blackbearded,
pockmarked, 25 years of age, without arms except for those
he brought, which included coat of mail, beaver, harquebus and powder flask. He said the governor had given
them to him.
Antonio de Sariiiana, son of Pedro Sanchez de Amiciro,
native of Galicia, small of stature, scant beard, 19 years
old, with his arms. The governor gave him the coat of
mail and beaver.
Hernando de Segura, 27 years of age, son of Francisco
Diaz de Villalobos, native of Condado de San Juan del
Puerto, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, with his
arms except cuishes and powder-flasks.
Sebastian Serrano, 28 years old, native of Mexico, son
of Juan Alonso, with his arms.
Estevan de Sosa,
native of Havana, tall
age, with all his arms,
cisco de Sosa declared

son of Francisco de Sosa Peiialosa,
of stature, scant beard, 21 years of
which are the ones his father Franbesides his own.

Francisco Yllan de Sosa, son of Francisco de Sasa
Peiialosa, native of the Valle de Altillo, beard growing, tall
of stature, 23 years of age, with his arms.
Gaspar Lopez de Tabara, son of the Comendador Gaspar Lopez de Tabara, native of the city of Lisbon, alugacil
real of the said expedition, chestnut colored beard, 30 years
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old, with all his arms. The rest which he declared he had
given to a soldier, he said.
Lucas de Tordesillas, son of Juan de Tordesillas, native
of Zacatecas, tall of stature, fat, swarthy, blackbearded, a
mark between the eye-brows, 30 years of age, with his arms.
Leonis de Trevino, son of Baltasar de Banuelos, native
of Zacatecas, of good stature, scant reddish beard, 26 years
of age, with arms, for although he brought them he said
the governor had given them to him.
Alonso Varela, native of Santiago de Galicia, of good
stature, chestnut eolorec1 beard, 30 years old, son of Pedro
Varela, appeared with his arms.
Pedro Varela, native of Santiago de Galicia, son of
Pedro Varela, 24 years of age, of good stature, redbearded,
appeared with his arms.
Francisco Vazquez, native of Cartaya, son of Alonso
Alfran, of good stature, redbearded, 28 years of age, appeared with his arms and and extra coat of mail.
The treasurer Don Luis Gasco de Velasco, 28 years old,
son of Luis Ximenez Gasca, native of the city of Quenca,
of medium stature, redbearded, appeared with his arms.
Rodrigo Velman, son of Francisco Velman, native of
Trimonia Framenco, of medium stature, bright reddish
beard, 33 years of age, with his arms which he said the
governor had given him.
Francisco Vida, son of Geronimo Vida, native of Mexico, swarthy, beardless, of medium stature, 20 years old,
with all his arms, which he said the governor had given him.
Captain Gaspar de Villagra, son of Hernan Perez de
Villagra, native of Puebla de Los Angeles, of medium stature, graybearded, 30 years of age, with all his arms.
Francisco de Villalua, son of Juan Miguel Galindo, native of Cadiz, beardless, of good stature, 20 years of age,
with his arms, which he said the governor had given him
except for the harquebus. He brought a scythe.
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Miguel Rodriguez de Villaviciosa, son of Juanes de
Villaviciosa, native of Rantaria, of medium stature, beard
growing, with a small wound above the left eye-brow, 20
years old, with his arms.
Juan Ximenez, son of Francisco Ximenez, native of
Trujillo, of medium stature, blackbearded, 30 years of age,
with a suit and sword of his own and harquebus. The rest
he said the governor had given him.
Isidro Xuarez, son of Pedro Xuarez Montano, native
of Xerez de los Caballeros, of good stature, chestnut colored
beard, 20 years of age, with all his arms, which he said the
governor had given him.
Hernando de Ynojos, son of Juan Ruiz, native of Cartaya, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, 36 years of
ag~ with all his arms and the other things which he and
his brother Sebastian Rodriguez had declared, except a coat
of mail, which he said had been given .away.
Leon de Ysasti, son of Juanes de Ysasti, native of the
Valle de Haro, of good stature, chestnut colored beard, with
a small wound above the left eye-brow, 23 years of age,
with his arms.
The maestro de campo Don Juan de Zaldivar, 28 years
of age, son of Vicente de Zaldivar, native of the city of
Zacatecas, a man of good stature, chestnut colored beard,
appeared with his arms and displayed the other arms which
he had declared except an harquebus which he said he had
given to a soldier.
The sargento mayor Vicente de Zaldivar, 25 years old,
son of Vicente de Zaldivar, native of Zacatecas, of medium
stature, chestnut colored beard, appeared with his arms.
Rodrigo Zapata, son of Francisco Hernandez Piquete,
native of Azuaga, small of stature, chestnut colored beard,
with two or three marks on his forehead, 23 years of age,
with all his arms.
The purveyor- general Diego de Zubia, 36 years of age,
native of the city of Guadalajara in New Galicia, son of
Juan de Zubia, of good stature, chestnut colored beard,
with a wound in his forehead, appeared with his arms.
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B.

Official List of the People who Went to
New Mexico in 1600.*
First passed Juan Guerra de Resa, lieutenant adelantado, governor and captain general of New Mexico, on
horseback, the reins in one hand with a staff of command
in the other; near him a page completely equipped with
arms, - coat of mail, buckskin leather jacket, cuishes, helmet, beaver, harquebus and a horse armed in tanned buckskins.
Company of Captain Bernabe de las Casas.
Captain Bernabe de las Casas, who goes as leader of
the said army. He departed from the provinces of New
Mexico to lead the people. He was equipped with all arms coat of mail, cuishes, helmet, beaver, cavalry arms and was
on horseback with his harquebus, the horse armed in natural bulls' or cows' hides, which he said came from the
church of Teneriffe from the Canary Islands. He was
the legitimate son of Miguel de las Casas; is a man of good
stature, swarthy of feature, blackbearded, 30 years of age::'
Bernabe Benitez de Azebo, son of Andres Benitez, a
noble, native of Alcazar de Cezeres, fully armed like the
rest, 20 years of age, tall of stature, swarthy of feature,
well armed. I say he is 34 (sIc)
Gonzalo Fermindez de la Banda, son of said Benhumea. ** with his arms and horse like the others, beard
growing, 20 years of age.
Gonzalo Fernandez de Benhumea, son of Gonzalo Fernandez de Benhumea, native of the town of Cazalla, grayish,
short of stature, 53 years of age, fully armed like the others.
"" As each man a!:lPeared before the inspecting officers he took an oath that
the arms were his own, for Use in New Mexico.
>;:
There are 80 soldiers in this reinforcement. including Juan Guerra de Resa.
whu did not go to New Mexico, however. Thu3 Onate fulfilled the bond given at
Avino, January 21, 1598. See ch. v of this study. The document from which this
list was taken is in A. G. 1., 58-3-14.

••

That is, Gonzalo Fernandez de Benhumea.
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Sebastian de Benhumea, son of said Benhumea, with
his arms like the rest, 18 years of age.
Cristobal de Brito, the legitimate son of Triminez de
la Calle, native of the Isle of La Palma, tall of stature,
blackbearded, 25 years of age, fully armed like the others.
Bernabe de las Casas, see ahove.
Juan Ruiz Caceres, son of Pedro Ruiz, native of the
Isle of La Palma, long-visaged, well bearded, tall of stature,
30 years of age, fully armed like the others.
Diego de Castellanos, son of Domingo de Castellanos,
native of Puebla de los Angeles, of medium stature, beardless, well featured, 18 years of age, completely armed like
the rest.
Pedro Gomez Duran, sargeant of the said company,
equipped with all arms like the rest. He said he was a
native of Valverde of the jurisdiction of the Grand Master
of Santiago, the legitimate son of Hernan Sanchez Reco.
He is a robust man, of good feature, 50 years old.
Antonio Fernandez, son of Francisco Simon. He is
a native of the city of Braga, tall of stature, well featured,
35 years old, completely equipped with arms like the rest.
Juan Ruiz Fernandez, son of Hernando Ruiz de Rojas,
native of Espinosa de los Monteros. scant beard, of good
feature, medium stature, 23 years of age, fully armed like
the others.
Manuel Ferrara, soldier, son of Manuel Ferrara de
Figueroa, native of Puebla de los Angeles of New Spain,
of good stature and feature, tall, beard growing, 20 years
of age, fully armed like the rest.
Gregorio de Figueroa, son of Diego Ruiz de Figueroa,
native of the city of Mexico, short of stature, beard growing, 21 years old, armed like the rest.
Domingo Gutierrez, the legitimate son of Domingo
Gutierrez, native of the Isle of La Palma, short of st3,ture,
round-faced, well bearded, 30 years of age, fully armed like
the others.
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Juan de Guzman, son of Luis Andino, native of the
port of Santa Maria, short of stature, swarthy of feature,
20 years old, armed like the rest.
Captain Anton,io Conde de Herrera, sargento ma'!Jor
of the said relief force, fully equipped with arms, personal
and horse, including harquebus, native of Xerez de la
Frontera in the kingdom of Castile, son of Xines de Herrera
Corta.
.
Garcia Lucio, soldier of the said company, with his
arms and horse like the rest, the legitimate son of Rodrigo
Lucio, native of Alcantara, rough beard, weB featured, 30
years old.
Juan Luxan, son of Francisco Rodriguez, native of the
Isle of La Palma, short of stature, 27 years of age, armed
like the others.
Miguel Martin, son of Lucas Martin, native of the ci.ty
of Escalona, blue eyed, beard growing, 22 years of age,
equipped with arms and horse like the rest.
Baltasar Martinez, cogedor, son of Juan Sanchez,
cogedor, native of the town of Vudia in the kingdom of
Castile, tall of stature, well featured, beard growing, 22
years old, armed like the rest.
Captain Geronimo Marquez, maese de campo of the
said relief force, with his arms, both personal and horse.
He said he was a native of San Lucar de Barrameda, the
legitimate son of Hernan Munoz Zamorano, 40 years of
age, swarthy of feature, blackbearded.
Juan Lopez de Medel, son of Pedro Lopez de Medel,
native of the Isle of La Palma, tall of stature, blackbearded,
36 years old, armed like the others.
Antonio Mexia, son of Luis Mexia, native of the city'
of Seville, 18 years of age, beardless, of good c-ountenance,
fully armed like the rest.
Bartolome Montoya, son of Francisco de MOl1toya, nu-
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tive of Cantillana, fully armed, blackbearded, short of stature, 28 years of age.
Luis Moreno, ensign, son of Luis Fernandez Moltaluo,
native of the Isle of Teneriffe, well featured, tough beard,
tall of stature, 26 years of age, fully armed like the rest.
Juan Munoz, ensign, enlisted with his arms and horse
like the rest, with a standard of red damask in the hand
having two emblems of Our Lady and St. James, the border
of gold and silk. He said he was a native of Xerez de la
Frontera, son of Cristobal de Bargas. He is a man tall of
stature, very fat, round-faced, blackbeardec1, 40 years of
age.
Francisco Diaz de la Pena, son of Francisco Diaz de la
Pena, native of the city of Toledo, beardless, blue-eyed,
short of stature, 18 years old, armed like the others.
Pedro Rodriguez, native of the Isle of La Palma, short
of stature, tough beard, of good feature, 30 years old, fully
armed.
Juan Baptista Ruato, leader, with his arms and horse
like the rest, native of the Isle of Teneriffe, the legitimate
son of Amador Balez, of medium stature, fine reddish
countenance, light blue eyes, well bearded, 30 years of age.
Bartolome Sanchez, native of Llerena, the legitimate
son of Bartolome Sanchez, equipped with all arms for
person and horse like the rest, tough beard, well featured,
28 years of age.
Bernabe de Santillan, son of Hernando de OlivaI', native of Madrid, tall, beard growing, swarthy, 24 years of
age, armed like the rest.
Tristan Vaez, son of Amador Vaez, native of Puebla
de los Angeles, of this New Spain, beard growing, short
of stature, 20 years old, fully armed like the rest.
Juan Rodriguez VeIlido, son of Francisco Nunez, native of Xibraleon in Castile, well bearded, with a scar below the left eye, 40 years of age, fully armed like the rest.
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Estevan Perez de Yranzo, son of Vicente Perez de
Yranzo, native of the town of San Martin in New Galicia,
of good stature, rough beard, fully armed like the others,
30 years of age.
Captain Villagra's List.
Captain Gaspar de Villagra, procurator-general of the
expedition was armed in coat of mail, cuishes, iron beaver
and had a short lance. The horse was armed in bulls' or
cows' hides. He made a demonstration of his entire com,;.
pany. . . .
Francisco de Algecira, ensign, son of the licentiate
Diego de Algecira Ricaldo, 20 years old, of good feature,
beard growing, armed like the rest.
Captain Juan de Victoria Carbajal, who went to the
said provinces of New Mexico and is now returning thereto, member of the council of war. He is a son of Juan de
Carbajal, well featured, with a mark on the right side of
the face above the eye, 38 years of age, completely armed
like the others.
Captain Francisco Donis, the legitimate son of Gaspar
Donis, native of Los Angeles, with a mark in his forehead,
of good stature, tough beard, 33 years of age, armed li;ke
the rest.
Cristobal Gonzalez de Flores, sargeant, son of Anton
Alonso, native of Seville, blackbearded, tall, 40 years old,
armed like the others.
Diego M;artinez de Guevara, sargeant, son of Benito
Martinez de Guevara, native of Burgos, 21 years of age.
short of stature, tough beard, blue-eyed, armed like the i.est.
Juan de Herrera, son of Francisco de Herrera, native
of the city of Mexico, medium of stature, round-faeted, beart:
growing, 20 years old, armed like the others.
Juan L6pez Holguin, ensign, son of Juan Lopez ViI·
lasana, native of Fuente Obejuna, of good stature, black·
bearded,with a mark on the left eye, 40 years old, arme~'.
like the refOt.
12
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Juan de Lara, son of Francisco de Pineda.native of
Antequera, 20 years old, beardless, blue-eyed, medium of
stature, armed like the others.
Captain Juan Martinez de Montoya, son of Bartolome
Martinez de Montoya, native of the town of Nava la Camella
in the jurisdiction of Segovia in Castile, tall, of good feature, blackbearded, 40 years old, armed like the rest.
Juan Rangel, ensign, son of Cristobal Gaspar Anrri~
quez, native of the city of Mexico, 25 years of age, tall of
stature, well featured, fully equipped with arms for man
and horse like his captain [Villagni] and with a standard
in his hands.
Captain Francisco Rascon, son of Francisco Rascon,
native of the city of Los Angeles in New Spain, tall of stature, well featured, 25 years old, armed like the others.
Don Pedro Gallegos Truxillo, ensign, son of Garcia de
Truxillo de Gallegos, native of Xerez de la Frontera, 23
years of age, armed like the rest.
Captain Cristobal Vaca, the legitimate son of Juan
de Vaca, native of the city of Mexico, of good stature,
swarthy, well featured, 33 years of age, with his arms like
the rest.
Andres Gutierrez Valdivia, ensign, son of Cristobal
Gutierrez Valdivia, native of San Lucar de Barrameda.
of good stature, well bearded, swarthy of feature, 32 years
old, armed like the others.
BIas de Valdivia, son of Juan de Valdivia, native of
Seville, beardless, round-faced, beard growing, 20 years of
age, armed like the rest.
Captajn Alonso Vayo, son of Juan Dominguez, native
of San Juan del Puerto in Castile, with a mark on the left
cheek, tall, 25 years of age. H y enlisted with a buckskin
leather jacket, adorned coat of mail, harquebus and came
on horseback, behind him a servant, completely armed,
both man and horse, ,,,ith a lance in the hand. He requested
th~t he be given testimony of this.
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Alonso de la Vega, sergeant, son of Juan de la Vega.
native of Carmona, short of stature, tough beard, 26 years
of age, armed like the rest.
Captain Villagra, see above.
Captain Ortega's List.
Then appeared Captain Juan de Ortega with a squadron of armed men oli horseback, the horses also being
armed. . . . The squadron was ordered to march to the
encampment [San Bartolome]. This was done, the harquebuses being discharged now and then. The commissaries, having seen the captain and force, ordered them to
place themselves face to face, and they were enrolled in the
following manner.
Captain Juan de Ortega, son of Hernando de Ortega,
native of Los Angeles, medium of stature, of good feature,
redbearded, 27 years of age. He enlisted with his arms.
harquebus, coat of mail, cuishes, beaver, dagger and sword,
leather shield and buckskin jacket. The horse was armed
in bull's or cow's hide.
Juan Alonso, soldier, son of Juan Mendez, native of
Seville, of good stature, well bearded, 24 years of age, armed
like the rest.
Diego Hernandez Barriga, son of Juan Fernandez, native of Moguer, a well built man, well bearded, 25 years of
age, armed like the rest.
Diego Diez, son of Diego Diez, native of Havana, 18
years old, fat, beardless, armed like the others.
Isidro Suarez de Figueroa, ensign of this company,
son of Pedro Suarez Montano, native of Xerez de los Caballos. He came from New Mexico. He is of good stature,
swarthy, long-visaged, recenty bearded, 24 years old, with
arms similar to his captain's
Juan Garcia, native of Puebla de los Angeles, beardless, thin, 20 years old, with his arms like the others.
Don Alonso de Guzman, sergeant of said company, son
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of Antonio de Guzman, native of Cuenca, of good stature,
well bearded, 22 years old, fully equipped with arms for
man and horse like the rest.
Juan Jorge, son of Juan Jorge Griego, native of the
town of Los Lagos, tall of stature, swarthy, 35 years of
age, armed like the rest.
Cristobal de Lizaga, son of Juan de Lizaga, native of
Tepez in New Spain, of good feature, tall, beardless, 22
years old, with his arms.
Mateo Lopez, son of Juan Marcos, native of Madrid,
20 years of age, beard growing, swarthy, round-faced, with
his arms.
Antonio de Manzaneda, son of Luis de Manzaneda, native of Los Angeles, tall, beardless, 18 years old, enlisted
like the rest.
Sebastian Martin, son of Francisco Martin, native of
Seville, of medium stature, beard growing, 21 years old,
with his arms.
Juan Martinez, son of Juan Martinez, native of Talavera, of good stature, somewhat bearded, 23 years old,
enlisted with his arms like the others.
Juan de Melgar, son of Lorenzo de Melgar, native of
Zacatecas, tough beard, of medium stature, lame in one leg,
26 years of age, enlisted armed like the rest.
Luis de Morales, son of Francisco de Morales. native
of Los Angeles in New Spain, of good stature, with a scar
from a wound on the left side of the beard, 23 years old,
with his arms.
Captain Juan de Ortega, see above.
Francisco Ruiz, native of Espinosa de los Monteros,
20 years old, of good stature, beard growing, enlisted with
his arms.
Francisco Sanchez, son of Juan Sanchez, native of
Mexico, beardless, of good feature, 18 years old, with arms
and horse like the rest.
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Francisco Suarez, son of Diego Suarez, native of Garachico on the Isle of Teneriffe, of good feature, tall, beard
growing, 20 years old, with his arms, i. e., coat of mail,
beaver, cuishes, harquebus, dagger, sword, and horse which
was armed like the others.
Of the following nine soldiers we have no descriptions.
The first and fifth enrolled late, the others departed early.
Pedro de Angelo.
Juan Gregorio.
Juan Fernandez.
Juan Hurtado.
Alvaro Garcia.
Pedro Perez.
Simon Garcia.
Robledo.
Juan Gil.
List of Married Women.
Dona FrancisCia Galindo, wife of Captain sargento
mayor Antonio Conde Herrera.
Dona Anna Galindo, Dona Geronima Galindo and Dona
Maria Galindo, sisters of the said Dona Francisca, unmarried.
Dona Margarita and Domingo de Castellanos, children
of the said captain.
Juana Gutierrez, wife of Geronimo Hernandez de Benhumea.
Dona Anna de Mendoza, daughter of Dona Luisa de
Mendoza, native of Mexico, wife of the ensign Gregorio de
Figueroa.
Dona Anna Ortiz, daughter of Francisco Pacheco, wife
of Cristobal Vaca, native of Mexico. Here three daughters
and son, named Juana de Zamora, Ysabel and Maria de
Villarubia, and the boy Antonio. She brings an unmarried
servant Anna Berdugo, natives of Mexico.
Francisca de Valles, wife of Juan Ruiz Fernandez,
Maria de Zamora, legitimate wife of Bartolome de
Montoya, with five children, three boys and two girls, all
under sixteen, named Francisco, Diego, Joseph, Lucia and
Petronilla.
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Anna India, native of Puebla de los Angeles, and Paul
Hern{mdez, her natural husband, from the said town, with
two little children, Maria and Estevan; servants of Juan
Baptista.
Juana Fermindez, unmarried, sister of the aforesaid,
in service of Juan Baptista.
Beatriz de los Angeles, unmarried. servant of Cristobal
de Brito; and Juan Tarasco, servant of the same man.
Anna, living with an Indian named Francisco belonging to Captain Bernabe de las Casas.
A girl named Ines, 10 years old.
Maria, unmarried, servant of Juan Lopez.
a girl named Mariana.

She has

Catalina, sister of the aforesaid spinster. She has a
girl called Maria; is in service of Juan Lopez.
Agustina, her sister, married to Francisco servant of
Juan Lopez.
Francisco, an Indian, servant of Captain Bernabe de
las Casas.
Francisca, unmarried, servant of Bartolome Sanchez.
Francisca Ximenez, unmarried, servant of Juan Lujanes.
A girl called Maria.
Madalena, unmarried, servant of Pedro Rod::iguez.
Mateo, a mulatto, in service of Juan Baptista Ruano.
IsabeT, a mulatto woman, unmarried and free.

